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ABSTRACT
When the Distance is Too Much explores the landscapes’ potential as metaphor for an 
individuals’ state of mind.The work is a representation of a universal human experiance of 
distance and strain.The landscapes acts as a projection of human emotion.  To portray the 
tension between our internal self verse our projected, public self, I juxtaposed the confining 
domestic living spaces with the vast landscapes. The domestic spaces illustrate temporal 
living conditions and undefined parental roles. This series of images was created in response 
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N. HRUBY, 2014
When the Distance is Too Much explores the landscapes’ potential as metaphor for an individuals’ 
state of mind. The landscapes act as a projection of human emotion. The pathways depicted in my 
images were formed over multiple generations. Looking back, my individual prospective of being 
estranged from my family speaks to a universal human experience. 
Similarly the horizon line represents the lack of clarity that exists in our futures.  The subtle shifts 
of hue in the landscapesz portray the emotional changes people go through.
To portray the tension between our internal self verse our projected, public self, I juxtaposed the 
confining domestic living spaces with the vast landscapes.The domestic spaces illustrate the 
isolation and unease caused by the constant traveling between New York and South 
Dakota. This constant traveling and distance resulted in temporal living conditions and 
undefined parental roles. 
This series of images was created in response to the isolation experienced by leaving my wife and 
child back in South Dakota while I attended graduate school. The hardship of being so far way 
from family and the strain that it put on my personal relationships influenced how I see the 
landscape. The absence of my family brought to light personal turmoil that caused me to deal 
with those issues.  The colors and emotional tone depicted in the landscapes serves as my search 
for internal understanding.  My personal experience acted as the inspiration for these images, but 
the work is a representation of a universal human experiance of distance and strain.
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